How to make beeswax wraps
You will need:
100% cotton fabric – lawn weight works well.
Beeswax pellets
Pine resin optional
Greaseproof paper
Iron
Old towel
Pinking sheers
1. Cut your fabric into squares. If you have them use pinking sheers as it
will help stop the fabric from fraying whilst you are handling it.
2. Good sizes are;
20cm square - good for covering jars and pudding bowls
27-30cm square – good for covering side plates and smaller mixing
bowls
35cm square – good for covering dinner plates and later mixing bowls.
3. Think about using different colours or designs of fabric. This will make
it easy to keep track of them.
4. Lay out your old towel onto an ironing board and place greaseproof
paper on top. Ensure that the greaseproof paper is at least an inch
bigger than your fabric all the way around. On top of this lay your fabric
and scatter the wax pellets over the top. For the smaller size start with
a dessert spoon full. Then place another later of greaseproof over the
top of that. Alternatively use a very large piece of greaseproof paper
which is fold in half with the fabric sandwiched between. Then use a hot
iron to melt the wax. Go slow and steady and try to iron from the
outside edges into the middle of the fabric. That way any excess is in the
middle rather than pushed out to the edges as you may need to
redistribute to other areas of the fabric.
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5. When you can see it is saturated all over remove and place to one side
flat to cool.
6. You can then fold them up and place in a band of paper with the
instructions below to make a great gift.

Beeswax Wraps
Wrap cheese, fruit, vegetables or bowls and seal
with the warmth of your hand. (May take a
moment longer than you think).
DO NOT USE ON MEAT
Handwash in COOL water with dish soap and
hang to dry, fold and then store. Keep away from
heat such as dishwasher, hot water, microwave or
ovens.
Expected to last approx. 1 year when they can
then be renewed using more wax.
Happy wrapping
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